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PREFACE* 

In writing this thesis on the Coals of Southeastern 

Kansas, the authors have "be n actuated by the desire to 

make a more thorough study into the conditions of mining, 

c u t s of mining,and of production,and of the fuel value 

of the coal of the district, than a certain familiarity 

with the district would allow. 

We fre ly admit that time allowed for a studfr of this kind 

is too short for students who are otherwise engaged to make m 

more than a briefi study of the field involved* fe chose the 

subject ourselves,a-.d we have pursued it out of the desire 

to further our or . knowledge of this f ield . If it can be of 

any help to future students we shall be very glad of the 

assistance offered them. 

Lawrence,Kansas, 'Jay 15 ,1315 . 

Clark B* Car: enter 

Hugh R. Brown 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE DISTRICT 

HISTORY 

The history of coal mining in Cherokee and Craw-

ford counties begins in Cherokee county shortly after the 

county was opened for settlement, in 1866 when coal was 

uiecovored *n several places in the southeastern pert of the 

county, particularly along the high lands south of Shawnee 

creek, to the east and south of Columbus, por a number of 

years this county lead in coal production, but within the 

pftst twenty years Crawford county has taker, the lea A and 

held it every since. At the present tim<* the production 

of coal in Crawford county is double that in Cherokee county 

while the two counties together produce 9tjuof the total coal 

production of the state. 

LOCATION 

The ttt*n southeastern Kansas coal field as used 

in this paper takes in Crawford and Cherokee counties in 

Kansas. These counties are in the eastern tier and are 

the first and second cour.tles from the south border of the 

state« 



z. 

TOPOGRAPHY 

This area i s unique in that the surface of the 

area in which mlninf is carried on i s comparatively flat* 

Hills occur only in those places where there are sand-% 

stone areas, or as in the central and northern part of 

Crawford county the Ft, 8cott lime ston* sets in* The 

very fact that the surface is comparatively level and that 

the coal beds pitch downward at the rate of fifteen to 

twenty feet to the mile, and to northward one to two feet 

to the mile has made a part of this area extremely favor-

able to steam shovel work* 

Streams are abundant, due to the large amount of 

rain fall of this district. The ridge or dividing line 

between the streams flowing north and east and those flow-

ing south and east begins about a mile south of Mulberry 

and extends west by north across Crawford county* Horth of 

this ridge the streams eventually empty ih to the tarraaton 

river, south of the ridge the streams empty into Spring 

river, i f they are east of the*hun?p* which extends south 

from Girard, through Cherokee and Columbus, lest of 

this "hump" the streams flow into the Neosho river. 

In the southern central part of the district the 

hill® reach a height of some thousand to a thousand and 

f i f t y feet, while in the northern part of the district 

while in the northarn part of the district the height of 
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the hills tkm practically the sane. The vertical distance 

between extremes in the lictrict is not over 300 ft . 

Erosion over the greater part of the district 

has practically ceased. The fact accounts for the compara-

tive flatness of the district. 

GEOLOGY AND LITHOLOGY. 

The base of the geological structure of this 

area is generally taken as the Mississippian limestone 

which outcrops over a small area ir. the south eastern 

area of Cherokee county,in and around Galena. Coal iB 

sometimes found in small areasover this outcrop but in no 

instance has it eve* been in sufficient extent and depth 

to be mined. The coal measures l ie immediately above the 

Mississirpiar. lime stor e. The Cherofcee shales lifr at the 

base of the coal measures. They range from four-hundred to 

five hundred feet in thickness, and occupy the surface over 

nearly all of Gherokee county, southeastern, eastern, and 

northeastern parts of Crawford county. There is a slight 

variation from place to place but in general they are re-

markably uniform in thickness. Shales lie both vertically 

and longitudinally. They vary in color from a light gray 

to a jet black shale of bituminous character* Some of the 

shales are fine grain while others are course and extremely 

arenaceous. Soil produce! from these shales is generally 
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gray!ah in color, unless bituminous natter is present, 

in which case the soil is black. 

In many places small, irregular, lentils of 

limeston^are found within the shales. Occasion!'/ these 

lentils are of several miles extent laterally. There 

are no known lentils within the coal producing area. 

Sandstones on the other haAd are very abundant in the 

Cherokee shales* The beds of sandstone are not however, 

of persistent character* They have a great vertical range, 

some being found near the top and ot". era near the bottom of tfce 

coal measures. Hear Cherokee there is a fairly large 

area, while in the vicinity of Arcadia sandstones are also 

found* At Fuller, Crawford county Kansas, the shales are 

•o arenaceous in character that they must be blasted before 

they will yield to the attacks of the steam shovel* 

In the central, western and northern part of Craw-

ford county, the Cherokee shales are covered by the Ft. 

Scott lime stone. At Oirard this stratum is eighteen feet 

thick. It is very impure, is w M t e in color, and has no 

commercial val ie. Overlying the Ft. Scott limestone is a 

series of alternate of shales and limestones, but a dis-

cussion of them is beyond the *6ope of this paper* 
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METHODS OF MINING 

Two methods of mining are in use in this field , 

shaft mining using room and pillar system and strip pit 

mining. In Cherokee and Crawford counties the room and 

p i l lar system only is in use in shaft mining. Strip pit 

mining was formerly carried on in areas near the out-crop, 

but since the advent of the steam shovel this is not the 

case, since by its use over-burden up to a depth of thirty-

five feet in thickness can be readily removed. The room 

and pillar system is usually used in seams ranging from 

three feet and upwards in thickness. The roof should be 

of good material and firm. Waste material, when mining 

coal of this thickness i s not sufficient to form pack walls 

so that wooden props must be used to support the roof. 

In any case the system employed must be adepted to the 

local donditions. 

SHAFT MINIHG. ROOM AND PIULAR SYSTEM. 

The room and pillar system is used in seams 

rangeing from three feet and upwards in thiokMss. There 

are two special reasons why the room and pillar system is 

employed in the thicker coal beds: 

First, a large amount of coal is removed, 
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leaving a lar^e vacant space and with a comparatively 

small amount of waste. It has beer, found less expensive 

and far ir.ore practical to. thick coal beds to leave a 

column of coal standing eve*y tew feed "ms a natural support 

to the roof, thaA to remove and then introduce material 

from outside at an additional expense* Pillars may or 

may not be afterwards removed. in general in t is field 

the pillars are not removed* 

Second, it so happens that in Kansas the thick 

coal bods capable of being worked by the room and pillar 

system lie in the territory where the clay veins, horse-

backs, faults, etc . , are so abundant. 

There are two methods generally employed in the 

room and pillar system namely, double entry and single 

entry methods, or at time j a combination oi these tot 

two is used* The double entry is probably the best and 

is used most extensively* 

DOUBLE ENTRY METHOD. The shaft is sunk and 

:he simp made. The shaft bottom is built trorr. sixteen 

to twenty feet widefcr about three hundred feet on each 

side of the shaft, or on one side of the shaft, depending 

on the method of reciev.ng and disposing of loads and empti 

of the shaft* If coal is caged or loaded from both sides 
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of the shaft; the first three hundred feet of the main 

entry will be the width of the shaft, but if the coal 

is loaded from only one side of the shaft this length 

of entry will be much less, and other provisions will 

be made for disposing of the loads and empties. 

The main entrj.es, two in number, are a continu-

ation of the bottom and vary In width from six to twelve 

feet, in height from five to six feet depending upon the 

la* and the local conditions. They are dtiven, one 

each way from the shaft bottom. At a distance frem 

twelve to forty feet from these entries and parallel to 

them, the second entry, of approximately the same dimen-

sions as the f irst , is driven. These entries are driven 

in this manner to the boundrles of the property in which 

the mine is located. One of these entries is used as 

the main intake and the other as the main return. 

At a distance of from one hundred f ifty 

to three hundred feet alon? thele main entries and 

perpendicular to them, side entries ar room entries are 

driven in pairs. The pillar between these entries 

varies in thickness from twelve to twenty feet. These 

entries vary from six to twelve in width and five to 

six feet in height- Booms are driven from these entries 

in some cases in both directions, in others in only one 
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ftirection. These rooms are generally one hundred and 

f i fty feet in depth when completed and are turned off 

these entries on from thirty to forty foot centers. The 

first eisrht to twelve feet off the entry, termed the room 

neck, is driven narrow, and then the room is widened 

either in one direction or both directions, to the room 

width which may "vary from twenty to thirty i ee t• This 

leaves room pillars varyjn? in thickness from six to fifteen 

feet between rooms. 

The main entries, the side entries, and the rooms 

are connected by cross cuts at varying distances as the work 

advances. These cross cuts are for ventilating purposes 

and as soon a3 the new one is made between t-ro entries ar 

rooms the one behind is stopped up with any material which 

ma:/ be at hand. 

VENTILATION . Ventilation of these Bitot 

is accomplished by either the plenum or blowing, or the 

vacuum or exhaust system. In any case a separate air 

shaft is sunk whi cn is requireu ov law to be not lees 

than three hundred feet from the main shaft, and which 

may be used as an e*cape ia case of accident. Either 

the air shaft or the main shaft may be used as the down 

cast or the upcast shaft as is desired. Fans are re-

versible blowing or suction fans. 
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UNDERCUTTING AND SHEARING, The prevailing 

practice in this district is to sfr ot the coal off the 

solid, that i s to shoot the coal without undercutting 

or shearing. Mining as applied to long wall work and 

which means undercutting the coal i s not carried on. 

This practice of solid shooting is bad and it results 

in much fine coal, besides great danger to the shot 

firers . Both black powder and dymanite are used in 

shooting the coal. Dynamite is.however,prohibited 

unless its use is authorised by the pit boss, but this 

ruling is not generally enforced. No mining machines 

are used. 

Haulage, Haulage roads are located in either 

one main and side entry, or in both, Mule haulage is 

generally used but gasolene and electric motors are used 

in some cases, 

HOISTING. Hoisting takes place in double 

compartment shafts. Safety, self dump cages are used, 

beared hoists are used in sere of the smaller mines and 

in the larger shallow mines. First motion hoists are 

used in the deeper mines. The hoisting drums vary in 

diameter from four to eight feet, cy l indr ica l drums 

only being used. Balanced hoisting is always done* 



The coal when hoisted is dumped into a hopper 

and weighed, I" is then released by opening the hopper 

door and is allowed to slide down on the screens, *fcich 

will be covered in case man of mine coal is aesired, or 

as is generally the custom it is screened into three 

grades, lump, nut, and slack coal. Shaking screens and 

revolving trommels are used in the screening operation. 



COST OF SINKING AND EQUIPPING A 60F00T 3HAFT. 

Hoistinr engine J-250.00 
Second Hand Hoist - 135.00 
One Boiler - 400.00 
Setting boiler - 181.00 
ffcntrifural pump - - - - - - 25.00 
Motor and pump - - - - - - - - - 200.OC 
One motor - - - - - - - - - - 57.00 
One fan 65 .00 
Sheave wheels for hoisting - - - 7 5.00 
Two cages - - - - - 4;"O.00 
One blower for force - - - - - 14.00 
92 pit sxxatx cars 9 10.00 920.00 
Fittings for cars - - - - - £4.80 
Tool steel - - - - - - - - - 55.11 
Two rail benders - — — - - 54*65 
Lumber • 1054.80 
Nails - - - - - - - - - - 9 .85 
Cement - - - - - - - - - - 284.61 
Chat for concrete - - 21*07 
Miscellaneous machinery - - - - - 78 .15 
Pipe3 and fittings — 91 .62 
Bolts 58.61 
Corregated iron and oth*r iron - - 571.88 
Steel "plates - - - - - - - - - 29 .36 
Flat sheets - - - - - - - — 25.00 
One five ton scale - - - - - 75.00 
One wagon scale - - - - - - - - 75*00 
Scale repair* - — 2*38 
Three muler and harness - - - - - 600.00 
Belting 5*92 
Miscellaneous supplies - - - - - 100. 0 
Twelve '.ar bur pers - - 5*00 
Fourteen car plates - - — - - 7*00 
Freight . - - . 33.21 
Constru ction account 

Labor, sinking etc* - - 4695.72 
Carpenters etc, - - 1551.26 

TOTAL 11992.10 

Mine had produced 7000 tons before being put 
a tonnage basis. 
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STRIP PIT MINING. 

Stripping with horses. Stripping with horses 

and scrapers has been carried on in Cherokee county every 

since the county was opened for settlement in 1066. Stripp-

ing has also beer, carried on in this same manner in Crawford 

county. The early stripping with houses was confined to 

the districts close to the outcrops. Old strip pits may 

be found which have been worked in this manner all around" 

Pittsburg especially to the north and east for a distance 

of ten or fifteen miles north of Pittsburg and south and 

west three or four mifces especially along the creeks. The 

average payi ng depth was about ten feet of overburden by 

this method of stripping. 

STRIPPING WITH 8TEAH SHOVELS. Stripping with 

steam shovels is a new phase of coal minfrg which has 

been introduced in southeastern Kansas in the last few 

years and which has assumed such proportion that great 

interest attaches thereto. Mining coal by stripping, 

or removing the overburden by steam shovels, not only is 

likely in a way to perturb the coal market of south east 

Kansas temperarily, but is sure to add very materially 

to the total coal supply of the state, and incidentally 

to lend active assistance to the manufacturers of steam 

shovels by encouraging them to buila machines of a size 
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before unknown. In fact, it is claimed that the two 

largest shovels ever built are now in operation near Pitta-

burg, and rumor U s it that otheorji as large or larger 

ar* under contemplation. 

The steam shovel which be^an the present activity 

was introduced by the tfillsr-Durkee Ooal Co. in April , 1910, 

on their coal lands near Scammon in Cherokee County, where 

it has been in continuous ar.i ou ;cessful operation ever 

since. Subseqgently sore thirty other steam shovels of 

varoius si es have been installed In Cherokee and Caawford 

Counties and are now in more or less conitant use* 

first steam shovel ever used ir. the district 

was introduced di ring the late seventies. It was put into use 

not far from the present site of Itidway, where It was used for 

a few months. It did not prove entirely satisfactory, proba-

bly beaauae it was too small and did not have the advantage 

of the full awing of the shovel beam common with modem 

shovels. From the late seventies until 1302 no further ef-

fort was made toward the introduction ci the steam shovel, 

but in that year Miller Bros. , of Ifulberry, put a steam 

shovel in operation on land northwest pt tt&mx^x-

Mulberry. This proved tc be fairly satisfactory, but for 

some reason its use waa dieccr.tlnv.ed. 



One can hardly • elieve the possibilities of 

modem method a and the momstrrus steam sfcovels. It 

ie practical to rer.ove tv.irty-five feet of overburden 

fror this eare bed of coal and successful operators fully 

expect it will fcap them to remove as much as fifty feet 

of overburden* In this way a long narrow strip of coal 

is made available throughout which the coal lias too deep 

to be recovered by horse power ar.d too shallow to furnish 

a suitable roof for mining by the shafting and room and 

pillar method. 

Area and amount of coal available. 

The accompanying map., drawn to scale, of south-

east err Kansas, shows in outline the area now recognized 

as suitaVle for coal mining by use of the steam shovel. 

It extends to the southwest almost to Columbus. In fact 

** is ^ell knowr. tvat there are twc or more thin beds of 

coal extending fcuch farther to the southwest, eacfe of 

which could be reached by this process of mining should 

the price of coal advance materially. This area, how-

ever, is hot herein considered* To the northeast the 

area extends by way of Scammor., felr , Pittsburg, Fror.ter.ac, 

Minden, Kulberry, Arcadia, and beyond. Here neither 

nature nor the industries recognise state lines* The area 

crosses from Kansas into Missouri ar.d passes to an unknown 

distance, probably far up beyofcd Ft. Scott towards Rich 
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Hill • The surface drair.ago of the country is to the 

southeast in the souther-, portion, and to the north 

east in the northern portion. In this way the avail-

zk}.o area extends up westward along the stsaams and 

valleys, making an exceidingly sinuous line for the 

western boundary. The eastern boundary is substantially 

the outcropping line of the coal seam. The country is so 

level tfeat usually the outcropping cannot be detected at 

the surfac e beaause the coal has gradually yielded to 

decay, and thus grades into soil. The fine grained 

shales are so nearly water proof that they form an excel-

lent protector for the coal, so that in most places one has 

to cro but a few rods back from the outcropping line to 

obtain nice, fresh coal equal in quality to that obtained 

by shaftir.? further back to the west* Of course, necess-

arily , there is trore or less coal which has only paatially 

yielded to •xldation, the'aead coal* of the operator* The 

amount of such coal, however, seems to be so small in the 

aggregate that only a small percent of the total acreage 

should be deducted for this cause from the total area* 

Fa O r a l l y the iead coal Is most abundant where the over-

burden is thinnest and therefois ghe actual as width of 

the strip of dead coal varies from place to place, de-

pending upon the details of the local srosion* Should 

the area have been well supplied with vertical fissures 

produced by dynamic disturbances as ia the case in many 
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coal mining regions, probably a vary large proportion of 

the coal area available would be sufficiently altered to 

render the coal unmarketable. There is but one line of 

fissures or faulting km>wi in the area. This tsends 

substantially parallel to the outcropping line and causes 

considerable loss of coal. It so happens, however, that 

a considerable portion of this line lies to the west with-

in the area of shafting and therefore does not materially 

curtail the acreage of good coal available to the shovel* 

A somewhat careful estimation of the coal area 

whi~h ray he mined by the stear shovel process as shown 

on the map yields about 60 square miles. This is after u k % 

making a small allowance for the dead coal areas and count-

ing out a few square riles for hills where the overburden 

is beyond forty feet in thickness. It does not include the 

southwestern extent already mentioned where lesser seams 

of good ccal are known to exist over wide areas nor does it 

include north extent from Arcadia toward Rich Hill , Mo. 

As this coal is the same sear, or bed which is mined by 

shafting immediately to the west, its thickness and quality 

throughout the entire area is substantially the same as that 

already mined by shafting. This is about four feet in 

maximum: thiUkness and three feet minimum thiokr.ess with an 

average cf about three and one-half feet. A rule easily 

applied for finding the tonnage of worfcfcble coal is to 

estimate a thousand tons of coal per acre for each fsot in 

thickness where the coal I s mined by the rcom and pillar 
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method. Inhere it is mined by the stripping method it will 

yield a slightly larger amount. Probably it will be safe 

to calculate three thousand tons to the acre for the entire 

area outlined on the map of sixty square miles. This gives 

us about 38 ,400 acres of available coal land and one hun-

dred and five million tons ef available coal* A conserva-

tive estimate would place the available coal at one hun-

dred million tons. 

Equipment for Steam Shovel Strippit. 

Ir operating these steam shovel strippits as now 

practiced, the following equipment is used. 

Top Equipment:- The top equipment must contain the follow-

ing, may ~tver conveniences added; A tipple house, 

for ho 1st in? the coal from the pi* and loading it into 

railroad cars for shipment; a coal hoisting engine and 

boiler , capacity to conform with the size of the riant} 

well and pump for supplying water to all boilers and all 

domestic uses, office, tool shed, and powder house. For-

tunately, a deep well may be put down at random to from 

800 to 12C0 feet and obtain the seme kind of water as is 

used for municipal supply at Pittsburg, Weir and Girard. 

Pit Equipment:- The pit equipment must contain the steam 

**ovel, "dinkey* engine and boiler for hoisting the coal, 

p it tracks for steam shovel and all mine cars, and pumps 
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with boiler for draining the #it when such is necessary. 

Frequently the tipple engine does all the hoisting and 

the "dinkey* engine is used only for pit track hauling. 

In the southern part of the area some of the mines have 

introduced electric power to a limited extent drawing their 

power from Inter-Urban slecfcric wires. No Inter-Urban 

lines cross the northern part of the area and none of 

the mines are supplies with electric power. Here gaso-
a 

line engines are used to/varying extent, usually for pumping 

but in some instances for hoisting coal in the tipple-

houses • 

The tipple-house usually is a simple affair, and 

made as cheaply as possible on account of the temporary 

nature of the business. The coal is emptied through the 

top of the house and passes over screens as desired and 

drops into coal cars properly placed on tracks beneath. 

Two distinct varieties of 3tear shovel are used, 

a small one of one yard capacity, used in three mines for 

lacdir.g into the pit cars, and the shovel of mam**h sisse for 

stripping. The latter sometimes weighs as much as 235 tons 

and has six to seven yard capacity. The boom poles of 

these are from 50 feet to 00 feet long and the machine 

can readily strip to a depth of from 40 to 50 feet. 

Naturally some operators prefer a different make. It 

seems that all of them may be operated successfully if 
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the location ie properly chose* and experienced men 

conduct both the wine and aalee department. 

The capacity of the machines depend not only 

on the sij&e of the machine but also on the skill of the 

operators. Skillful operators are half of the machine. 

They keep the machine going at Its full capacity during 

the entire working day. Repairs for these machines aver-

age about |1 ,000*00 for the first year and increases 

after the first year. Careful management will , however, 

reduce this item of expense* 

Methods of Opening Fits. Three genersl methods 

of opening pits are employed producing the so-called 

•bar-pit*, *box-pit* and *sid#-pit*. 

Bar Pit . In the bar pit the overburden is 

generally too deep to be removed at a single trip of the 

steam shovel across the pit , consequently about half of 

the overburden is removed and deposited at the side, then on 

the return trip of the slovel, the depth is removed and is 

deposited on the unfinished pit made by the shovel's first 

trip * 

Box Pit . The box pit is the name applied where the 

shovel simply burrows uown to the coal and the© begins 

a cut, as ir. tve side p i t . All Pits are side pits after 

being opened. Ir. opening a side, the shovel digs down to the 
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coal on about an eijjht percent grade, dumping the waste 

at one side of the pit. 

After the f i t is opened the shovel moves for-

ward removing the overburden until the limits of that par-

ticular pit are reached. It is then turned and digs a 

new path back to the other end^ of the pit depositing the 

waste in the out made by the first cut. 

Mining the Ooalj- After being uncovered by the shovel 

holes are bored in the coal with ordinary auger drills. 

These hojfces are squibbed with a small piece of dynamite, 

great care being taken to see that the squibb ing fuse 

is entirely removed from the squibbed hole. Black powder 

is then used to "shoot" the coal. In performing this work the 

there is always one "coal shooter*1 and two "helpers". The 

coal shooter squibs the holes, loads them with black powder 

and fires the blasts. The helpers drill the holes and do 

whatever other heavy work is to be done. The coal is next 

loaded into cars to be moved from the pit to the tipple. At 

present there afe two general methods of performing this 

work; first, by shoveling the coal into the cars by hand, and' 

second by the use of small steam shovels. The first one d>f 

these methods is the one generally used, and usual number 

of shovellers necessary varying from four to twenty or more. 

Fourteen men ought, under favorable circumstances, to load 



not loss than 500 tons per day. 

The second method is yet in its experimental stage. 

It has one distinct advantage, namely, its ability to dig thru 

"horse backs". At present there are only three loader 

shovels in use. They have a capacity of about 400 tons each 

per day, wTaigh from 30 to 35 tons, have 38' boom*, 32* 

dipper stick, and one yard dipper. There are ohse each of 

the Bucyrus, Marion and Marion-Osgood shovels doing load-

ing work. The coal is next moved from the pit to the tipple. 

Here again we find two or three methods in use. In some 

ia-s^aneee pits mule trains are used to move the cars to 

thee slope, while in others "dinkey" engines are used to 

move thS coal to the slope and in some instances to move it 

from the pit to the tipple itself. The other method is 

to have a revolving cranfc with a long boom, mounted on 

trucks which will run along the track on ground level at 

the edge of the pit. The boom of the crane reaches over into 

the pit, picks up a car, lifts it from the pit, and deposits 

it on the main train track, situated on the ground level back 

of the crane track. Such pit-cars have about four tons 

capacity. In some instances the cra.-ne instead of being 

located on the side of the pit, is located on the coal 

back of the shovel. The tram track is then located on the 

edge of the pit . The crane again lifts the empty car from 

the tram track into the pit, and hoists out the loaded car. 
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The Coal next goes to the tipple where it is wa 

screened and emptied into cars. Mine run, nut, and slack 

are the general grades of caol produced. These tipples 

are in reallity only frames for the screens. It is the 

universal custom here for the coal companies to depend 

entirely upon the railroads to weigh the coal. 

The question of water supply is one think that 

has caused more or less trouble. In some instances deep 

wells have been sunk to supply the necessary water. Ihere 

this has been done the water is not always of the best 

quality and often results in injury to the boilers in which 

it is used. Where the wells are not used, surface 

ponds are depended upon to supply the water. In some 

cases the surface water which collects in the pits may be 

used, but such water usually contains a large amount of solu-

ble sulphates and ±s therefore unsatisfactory. During wet 

weather these pits are much bothered by water so that occa-

sionally work must be suspended. Therefore, every pit 

should be well equipped with drain pumps. Pumps now in 

use are of two general types, the centrifugal and the 

Chinese, fhe Chinese pumps are generally constructed on 

the ground. The have a very great capacity and entail 

but little expense after installation. Jets are sometimes 

used but are not found to be generally satisfactory. 



COST OF INSTALLING STEAM SHOVEL PLANT. 

One 3team shovel Marion # S5G - $23000.00 
Freight on shovel 1810.00 
One sfct of teeth, syphon collectot ring 

and 100# rails and bridle 483.29 
40 pit cars at $59.25 2370.00 
One car 20# rails and spikes 921.22 
1 #3 brass fitted pump 73.75 
Railroad switch complete about 3 /4 mi, - 7450.00 
Six 20# switches complete 135.00 
Railroad right of way to line track - 1000,00 
One well 856 ft . deep complete and 

piped to engine - - - - - - - - - - 1400.00 
Drain ditch 333.63 
35 ft . of 24" tiling for ditch 32.00 
86 tons of coal 129.75 
Teaming 36.50 
One 6f by 12" locomotive 25oo.00 
1500 pit ties 4x6x5 275.00 
50 white oak ties 6-6-8 22.50 
One s±x$ engine and pump 125.00 
Six tons of 12# rails - 166.90 
Pond 312,78 
Hose for shovel - - - - - - - - - - - 15.00 
Pipe lines 319.12 
Tipple account — - - - - - - - - - -- 2645.64 
200 ties for pit 30.00 
Fipe fittings 54.32 
Supplies - — 12,18 
Equipment account - - - - - — 327.32 
500 ft . 3 / 4 iach cable 33,18 
T\$o 10# hammers, spike bar and hatchet - - - 4.40 
Engineering, drafting and stationary 138.30 
Incorporating 268.00 
Pay roll, salaries and office expense,fixture3148^64 

Total $ 47699.39 
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COST OF PRODUCING COAL AT A STRIP PIT FOR THE 

YEAR 1914 WITH THE EXPECTION OF MONTH OF DECEMBER. 

Month Tons Stripping Loading T o t a l 

and selling 

Januaxy 952 1.336 1.673 $ 3.008 
.549 

$ 3.008 

Feburuary 2540 .7669 1.3316 

March 3444 .3296 .9207 1.150 

April 1885 .3030 1.045 1.348 

May 3105 .157 1.02 1.177 

June 4358 .216 ,84 1.056 

July 3633 .358 .90 1.360 

August 1639 .578 1.253 1.831 

Spet ember 3971 .245 .854 1.100 

October 3581 .353 .982 1.334 

November 4349 .293 .878 1.171 

Total production for eleven months 33356 tons. 

Average cost per <6on $1.28 

Total for ten months omitting January which was 
not a representative month 32404 tons. 

Average per month 3240.4 tons 

Average cost per ton for ten month period 

| 1.229 
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SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS 

SAMPLING 

In taking samples two methods of sampling were 

used, i . e . car sampling and face sampling in the mines. 

CAR SAMPLING. Car sampling consists in collect-
the 

ing/s^mple from railroad cars, as loaded for shipment. 

I f the coal is run of mine^i.e. not screened, the sample 

i s all taken from one car, of the other hand if the coal 

i s not,run of mine, i . e . the coal i s ecreaned into several 

grades, and each grade loaded into a separate car, parts 

o f the sample are taken from each car, or a sample of the 

particular grade of coal is taken from a single car. 

As loaded, the railroad cars do not receive their 

coal continuously from the same part of the mine, hut from 

different parts of the mine because of the method used in 

caging the coal at the bottom of the shaft. Thus a samiole 

taken from a car would,if carefully taken, give a represent-

ative sample of the mine. 

The method of taking the mine sample under these 

circumstances consists of taking a small shovel-full of 

coal from each car after each mine car is dumped until a to 

tal sample of about 200 pounds of coal is collected, fhe 

coal from the different cars is then placed on a piece of 

forty ounce duck cloth, about four feet by four feet in 

size, and is thoaroughly mixed. The largest pieces of coal 
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are then broken down to small size, and the mixing con-

tinued, The sample is next quartered, opposite quarters 

being rejected and the remainder is further reduced in size, 

mixed, quartered and opposite quarters rejected each time 

until the sample of about two pounds is finally taken. 

This sample is then placed in an air tight fruit 

jar and is thus transported to the laboratory for analysis. 

FACE SAMPLING-. Face sampling consists in tak-

ing the sample at the working face in rooms or entries, 

different parts of the sample being taken from rooms or 

entries widely distributed throughout the mine in order to 

obtain a representative mine sample. 

The method consists in placing the canvas as des-

cribed above, immediately in frorat of the face of the coal 

seam, and in making a shearing cut from the top to the bottom 

of the seam, about four to six inches wide and two inches 

deep, and allowing the coal to fall on the canvas. This 

procedure is followed in the various rooms and entries until 

the total sample of 150# to 200# is secured. 

The reduction, quartering and final selection 

of the sample is the same as that described for car sam-

pling. 

PREPARATION OF THE SAMPLE FOR ANALYSIS. 

The sample as taken at the mine is first run through 

a small grinding machine and further reduced in size. It is 
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next run through a Jones sampler a$d half the sample re-

jected. The half of the sample taken becomes the lab-

oratory sample for analysis. It is further reduced in 

the grinder and finally bucked down until it would pass 

through an eighty mesh screen. The sample was is then 

replaced in the jar and is set aside for analysis. 

ANALYSIS OP SAMPLE. 

The procedure followed in the analysis is that 

recommended by the committee on coal analysis, of the Amer-

ican Chemical Society. This procedure is a& follows: 

MOISTURE DETERMINATION. Dry one gram of the coal 

in open porcelain or platinum crucible at 104 to 107 degrees 

Centigrade for one hour, best in double walled bath c0nta.in.in3 

pure toluene. Cool in a dessicator and weigh covered. The 

loss in weight of the sample, divided by the weight of the 

of the sample taken gives the percentage of the moisture in 

the sample. In the case of a one gram sample, the loss of 

weight is centigrams gives the moisture percent direct. 

(A) Hi 11 eg rand and Badger in their discussion of the 

errors in the determination of moisture in coal state that 

methods of determining moisture in general, belong to the 

classtfindirect methods, which in the absence of a simple 

reagent are most convenient and expeditious; but when 

applied to so complex and easily oxidized a substance as coal, 

a number of reactions occur which greatly modify the results. 
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In general the reactions are: 

(a) The sensitiveness of caal to atmospheric 

conditions, especially when finely powdered. 

(b) The giving off of volatile substances other 

than water. 

(c) The Absorption of oxygen which may take/Jorm 

of: l . Oxygen added directly to the coal substance. 

3, Oxygen combined with the carbon and split off as carbon 

dioxide. 3. Oxygen combined with hydrogen and split off as 

water. 

All of these reactions have been recogniaSd by 

many investigators, and though they may not itppeeta with 

equal prominence in all coals, undoubtedly most all of them 

take place simultaneously in all cases, with one or another 

predominating. U ) (w.F.Hillebranfef and W. L. Badger, Eighth 

Int. Cong, Applied Chem. Fol. 10. 1913.) 

(B) With coals high in moisture and in all cases when 

accuracy is desired, determinations must be made both with 

the coarsely ground and with powdered coal. The coarsely 

ground coal will usually show a higher percentage of mois-

ture than the powdered coal. In case great accuracy is 

desired the sample should be dried in vacuo over sulphuric 

acid. For coals eontaining not over two percent of moSsture 

satisfactory results can be obtained by drying for 34 

hours in a watch glass over sulphuric acid at atmospheric 
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pressure. (B) (Report of committee on coal analysis 

Journal of the American Chemical Society. Vol SI. 1899.) 

(0) Powdered coal after drying is exceedingly 

hygfoscopic, probably even more so than calcium chloride. 

This condition together with the complex nature of the 

substance gives rise to variations in analysis far be-

yond those which most analysts, who have not studied the 

mattter carefully, realize. It has seemed necessary, 

therefore to the committee to place rather liberal estimates 

on the allowable variations, in the analysis, and in ad-

dition to this, we wish to impress it upon every analyst 

that it is necessary for him to convince himself by personal 

experiment, first, that the variations in his own method 

of procedure do not cause errors greater than the allowable 

amourtt and, second, if possible, that the methods give re-

sults which will agree with those of other analysts. 

(0) ( Journal of Industrial and Engineefing Chemestry. 

June 1913, Page 517. Pre&iminary Report for the Com-

mittee on Coal Analysis of the American Society for Test-

ing Materials and the Imerican Chemical Society.) 

VOLATILE COMBUSTIBLE. The term volatile com-

bustible matter does not represent any definite compound 

or class of compounds which exist in the coal before 

heating. Mr. N. M. Austin of Rose Polytechnic has demon-

strated that some of the carbon which escapes in the form 

of volatile compounds on rapid heating is separated in 
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the free state and remains as fixed carbon where the first Iv 

heat is applied slowly. It is well known, too, that 

many of the compounds contained in the gas and tar formed 

by heating bituminous coals ire decomposed by heat with 

the formation of free carbon. 

Procedure,.- Place one gram of fresh, undried, 

powdered coal in a platinum crusible weighing 20 or 30 "grams 

and having a tightly fitting cover. Heat over efche full flame 

of a bunsen burner for seven minutes. Crucible should be 

supported on either a platinum or a nichrome triagble, with 

the bottom of the crucible six to eight centimeters above 

the top of the burner. The flame should be fully twenty 

centimeters high when burning free, and the determination 

should be made in a place free from draughts. The upper 

surface of the crucible cover should burn clear, but the 

under surface should remain covered with carbon. 

To find the weight of volatile combustible, 

subtract the weight of the moisture found above from loss of 

weight found here. When one gram sample is used the dif-

ference found expressed in centigrams gives percentage 

direct. 

The most serious objection to this method is 

the claim that certain non-coking coals suffer mechanical 

loss from the rapid heating. No evidence to support this con-

tention has been submitted. 
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ASH. In the determination of ash, either a 

new sample or the sample used in the moisture determination 

may be taken. Burn the sample in an inclined and open 
is 

crucible until free from carbon. The heat/applied slowly at 

first in order to prevent caking of the coal by driving 

off the volatile combustible matter too rapidly. 

Procedure. The procedure as followed by us, was as 

given below: A fresh one gram sample was weighed out in 

a porcelain crucible and placed in a muffle furnace which 

had just been started. By slowly increasing the te*iper-

atureof the furnace the Volatile combustible was driven 

off, leaving the coal in a powdered condition. The tem-

perature was then increased, and the crucible was left in 

the furnace until the carbon was completely burned, fae 

crucible was then-vreraoved to a dessicator while still hot, 

cooled and weighed. The loss in weight subtracted from the 

weight of the sample taken represents the weight of the asH, 

which expressed in centigrams gave the percent of ash di-

rect. 

FIXED flABBON. The loss in weight from the ash 

determined was composed of the weights of moisture:, vol-

atile combustible, and fixed carbon contents of the sample. 

The sum of the weights of moisture and Volatile combustible, 

Las found in the previous determinations, subtracted from the 

total loss as found in the ash determination, gives the 

weight of fixed carbon. This weight expressed in cen-
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tigrams gives the percentage of fixed carbon direct. 

SULPHUR. Stiphur is not usually determined in 

proximate analysis of coal, but it is determined in case 

calorimeter determinations are made to bbtain the heating 

value of the coal. Sulphur occurs in coal in the form 

of calcium sulphate, or gypsum, and iron pyrite. It is 

maintained by some that free sulphur sometimes occurs in 

coal. In any case sujphur may be determined by one of the 

following methods: Eschka's method for the determination 

of sulphur or by the treatment of the washings from the 

calorimeter. 

Determination of Sulphur by the Bschka Method. 

Sujbphur is determined by the Eschka method. 

The Eschka mixture is made by thoroughly mixing light cal-

cined magnesium oxide two parts, with anhydrous sodium 

ciarbonate one part. A sample of the coal weighing 1.3736 

grams is thoroughly mixed with about two grams of the mix-

ture in a porcelain crucible. The mixture is spread over 

the top of the coal to form a cover. The crucible and its 

contents is placed on a triangle in a slanting position and 

the mixture is burned over & natural gas flame. In starting 

the burning a very low flame must be used to avoid driving 

off volatile matter so fast that the sulphur excapes unburn-

ed. The contents of the crucible should never be heated 

hot enough to cause the blackening of the Eschka-raixture. 
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After the crucible has been heated very slowly and 

and cautiously for about thirty minutes the heat is increas-

ed, and after the crucible becomes red hot the contents are 

stirred occasionally until a3-l black particles are burned 

out, a condition that indicates the process is completed. 

The crucible and contents are then allowed to cool, and the 

contents are transferred to a 200-cc. beaker and digested 

with 75-cc. of hot water for at least thirty minutes. Filter 

into a 300 cc, beaker, washthe insoluble residue twice with 

hot water by decantation, then transfer the residue to the 

filter paper and wash with small quantities of hat water un-

til the volume of the solution is about 300 cc. Add about 

4-cc of saturated bromine water and enough hydrochloric acid 

to make the solution slightly acid. Bring the solution to 

boiling and add barium chloride, precipitating the sulphur 

as barium sulphate. The barium chloride solution should 

be hot. The solution containing the precipitate is allowed 

to stantt for at least two hours at a temperature just below 

boiling. Set aside until the following day and filter, 

wash the precipitate with ?/arm water until a drojn of silver 

nitrate fails to show the presence of chlorides. Pljfa.ee 

the precipitate and filter paper in a crucible and ignite to 

constant weight. The weight in grams of the barium sulph-

ate, multiplied by ten, equals the percentage of sufphur 

in the sample. 
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Stfphur may also be determined from the washings 

from the calorimeter. After a test is run, the calorimeter 

is thoroughly washed and the washings collected in a 300 -

cc. beaker. An indicator is added and the washings are 

titrated to secure the acid correction for the heating value; 

5-cc, of dilute hydrochloric acid are then added and the 

solution is heated to boiling. The insoluble material is 

then filtered off and washed four or five times with hot 

water. The filtrate and washings should have a volume of 

a volume of about 300-cc. Heat the filtrate to boiling and 

add hot barium chloride to precipitate the sulphur as barium 

s&lphate. Proceed as in the case of the Eschka-mixture 

method. 

Weight of Barium sulphate x 15.74 _ of sulphur. 

Weight of sample 

The results obtained by this method are somewhat 

loweal than those obtained by the Eschkte. method. This is 

due to the loss of sulphur tr&oxide in the gas escaping from 

the bomjb and to the retention of sulphur in the coal ash. 

The method has 4he advantage over the Eschka in that it 

saves time. The results are sufficiently accurate for use 

in the purchase of fuel on the B .t .u . basis. This method 

is used in the fuel inspection laboratory of the Bureau of 

Mines. ( Methods of analysing Coal and Coke, Bureau 

of Mines, Technical paper #8 . ) 
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CALORIFIC VALUE OF DETERMINATION. 

T£e calorific aalue of the coal was determined in a 

Mahler bomb calorimeter. In shell an apparatus the fuel is 

completely burned and the heat generated by such combination 

is absorbed by the water, the amount of heat being calculat-

ed from the elevation of the temperature of the water. A 

aalorimeter which has been accepted as the best for such 

work is one in which the fuel is burned in a bomb, which may 

either be nickel or steel, with a porcelain or platinum lin-

ing"* filled with compressed oxygen. The function of the ox-

ygen which is ordinarily under a pressure of some 15 to25 

atmospheres, is to cause the rapid and the complete combus-

tion of the fuel sampled. The fuel is ignited by means of 

an electric current, allowance being made for the heat pro-

duced by such current, and by the burning of the fuse wire. 

A calorimeter of this type which has been found to 

give satisfactory results is that of M.Pierre Mahler. 

THE MAHLER BOMB CALORIMETER. 

The calorimeter consists essentially of the fol-

lowing parts:- ( See figure 1 ) 

A. Water jacket, which maintains constant con-

ditions outside of the calorimeter proper, and thus makes 

possible the more accurate computations of radiation losses. 

B. The porcelain steel bomb, in which the com-

bustion of the fuel takes place in compressed oxygen. 

C. The platinum pan for holding the fuel. 
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D. The o al or inert er r proper, surrounding the bomb 

and containing a definite,weighed, amountfof water. 

E. An electrode connection with the fuse wire 

for igniting the fuel placed in the pan. 

F. A fuse wire for igniting the charge. 

G. A support for a water agitator. 

I . A thermometer for temperature determination 

of the water in the calorimeter. The thermometer i s best 

supported by a stand independently of the calorimeter, so that 

it may not be moved by tremors in the parts of the calori-

meter, which would render the making of readings difficult. 

To obtain accuracy of readings, they should be made through 

a telescope or eyeglass. 

K. A spring and screw device for revolving the 

agitater. 

L. A lever, by the movement of which the agita-

tor is revolved. 

M. A pressure gauge for noting the amount of 

oxygen admitted to the bomb. 

N. An oxygen tank. 

3. Agitator for keeping the water well agitated. 

METHOD OF PROCEDURE. A one gram sample 

o^the pulverized coal was weighed out into the platinum pan. 

The fuse wire was weighed and attached to the ends of the 

platinum electrodes. The platinum pan containing the sample 





was then attached to an extension of one of the elec-

trodes, and in such a manner that the fuse wire, extended 

down into the pulverized sample. The plat into electrodes 

and the platinum pan are attached to the cap of the bomb, 

and in such a manner, that when the cap of the bomb is 

screwed in place, the electrodes and pan will be with---in the 

bomb. The cap of the bomb was screwed tightly in place 

with a wrench, supplied for the purpose. Oxygen was then 

admitted into the bomb, care being taken to admit the gas 

slowly so that the sample in the pan would not be disturbed. 

The pressure is noted on the pressure gauge, and when the 

desired pressure is reached, the needle valve in the cap of 

the bomb is closed. The bomb was then placed in the cal-

orimeter. R known quantity of water (2200-cc.) was 

the pored into the calorimeter, completely covering the 

bomb. The agitator was then placed in the calorimeter 

and attached to the spring and screw device. The ther-

mometer was fixed in place, and the lead wires connected 

to the electrode. The apparatus was now in readiness for 

running the test. 

In making the test the time was divided into three 

periods, namely, the preliminary, the combustion, and the 

final period. Before the preliminary period begins, the 

water in the calorimeter and surrounding the bomb is agi-

tated for a few minutes to insure equal temperature of all 
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parts, within the calorimeter. The preliminary period 

consists of a five, minute interval^ during which the tem-

perature is read and recorded every minute. At the end 

of the last minute interval of the preliminary period, the 

circuit igniting the fusfc wired is momentarily closed, and 

the combustion period beings. The first two readings dur-

ing the combustion period are taken at half minute intervals, 

and the remainder , at minute intervals. Usually five or 

six readings will be taken. The temperature rises to a 

miximum and then begins to fall. This denotes the beginning 

pesied of the final period, during which reading s are taken 

at minute intervals for five minutes, or Tintil the radiation 

lo36 has become constant. 

The lead wires to the bomb were then removed, tlie 

agitator taken out of the calorimeter, the bomb removed 

from, the calorimeter, the cap unscrewed, and the platinum 

pan electrodes and inside of the bomb and the bomb cap 

were thoroughly washed with distilled water, and the water 

collected in a beaker to be titrated for the acid formed. 

From the data thus obtained the heat value of the sample 

was calculated. 
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DATA AND CALCULATION. 

Weight of sample 

Weight of iron wire 

Weight of water 

Water equivalent 

To titrate washings 

1.000 gram 

17.75 milligrams 

2200. Grams 

500. grams 

36. cc. 

Preliminary 

0. 23.624 

1. 23.636 

2. 23.645 

3 23,656 

4. 23.663 

5. 23,674 

Temperature Headings 

Combustion 

5. 23.674 

24.260 

6. 25.626 

7. 26.294 

8. 26.342 

9. 26.345 

Observed temperature rise 

Corrected temperature rise 

Fuel value. 

2700 X 2.690 § 7263 

36 cc Na2 00 g -

17.75 Me. wire = 

Final 

9. 26.345 

10. 26.334 

11. 26.330 

12. 261324 

13. 26.318 

14. 26.310 

2,671 degrees 

3,686 n 

Calories per gram 

-36 11 " " 

-29 « « * 
If W It 

'198 X 1.8 -

7198 

13950 Bt, U. per pound. 

Derailed calculation. 

Hate of change during preliminary period + •OlO D e g r e e s 

M M " " final period - ^007 « 

M M 11 per degree-combustion M t . 0 065 « 
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Rate of change preliminary + ,010 

Radiation 

GrAin or loss 

" A + .0064 + .004 

" B .0023 + .0011 

" 0 - .0064 -.0043 

" D - .0067 -.0066 

M E - .007 -.0068 

H Final - .007 -.007 

.0195 

Corrected temperature .0195 + 2,671 - 3,690 

The reading 23,624 degrees or number 0 is the 

first reading of the preliminary period. The temperature 

reading 23,674 degrees is the 3.ast reading of the prelimi-

nary period and was taken five minutes after the first read-

ing; hence 23,674 - 23.624 = ,050 degrees, the total change 

in temperature during the preliminary period; also .050 * 

5 - ,010 degrees, the rate of change of temperature per 

minute during the preliminary period. 

The rate of change per minute during the final 

pBriod is found in like manner to be -.007 degrees; hencs 

,010 - (-.007) ,017 degrees the change in rate during 

the combustion period. 

The observed change in temperature during the 

combustion periodis 2,671 degrees, the change in rate per • 
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iegree of temperature change itt the combustion period 

is therefore equal to * # 0 0 6 3 d e g r e e 8 . 

The change in temperature during the fisst half 

minute of the combustion pBe£iod is .586 degrees and .586 

X .0063 - .0036 degrees, the change in rate during the 

fi rst half minute of the combustion period. 

.0 10°- .0036°= .0064 degrees, the rate of tempera-

ture change at the half minute reading or number 5^, 

The rate of change for each succeeding reading in 

the combustion period is calculated in the same way. 

The temperature correction for the heat loss 

during the half minute reading is made by dividing the 

algebraic sum of the rates by 4, and for the minute read-
di 

ings by diVing the algebraic sum by 3, because the tem-

perature correction for heat loss during each interval 

is the mean rate per minute of temperature change multi-

plied by the time of the interval in minutes. For example 

at reading "5" the rate per minute of temperature change 

is+.010 degrees and at reading 5̂ -, the rate pef minute of 

temperature change is+,0064 degrees, therefore the mean 

rate per minute of temperature change for the one half min-

ute interval is .010*-(- .0064*) - ,0083 degrees and 

i X .0082 = .0041 degrees which is the correction for heat 

loss taking place during the half minute interval. The 

algebraic sum of all the temperature corrections for heat 
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loss during each interval is added to the observed tem-

perature change, and this figure multiplied by the water 

equivalent of the apparatus gives the total heat developed. 

CORRECTIONS FOR ACIDITY. 

Corrections for acidity are divided into two parts: 

first, correction for the oxidation of nitrogen and second, 

correction for the oxidation of sulphur. 

(Z) White, in his text on gas and fuel analysis, 

says that 11 when coal is burned on a grate minute amounts 

of oxides of nitorgen are formed by the combination of 

some of the nitrogen of the air and possibly also of the 

fuel with the oxygen of the air. At the higher temperature 

of combustion in the compressed oxygen of the calorimeter 

more oxides of the nitrogen are formed and account should 

be taken of the heat evolved in their formation. The heat 

of formation of aqueous nitric acid from nitrogen, oxygen, 

and water is represented according to Thomson, by the follow-

ing equation. 

3N + 50 -f HfcO - 3HN05+ 23800 calories. 

This corresponds to 1058 calories per gram of nitrogen or 

338 calories per gram of nitric acid. The nitric acid ie 

formed may be estimated by the rinsing out of the bomb 

arid titrating the washings with standard alkali. From this 

total acidity is deducted the sulphdric acid formed and the 

balance is considered nitric acid. The amouiit of nitrogen 

oxidized is roughly about one per cent of the total nitrogen 
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present whether introduced as free nitrogen with the ox-

ygen or as combined nitrigen of the coal. The correction 

is not usually more than eight calories and may be con-

sidered to be offset by the heat absorbed in keeping the 

gases in the calorimeter at constant Volume.(Z)(White Fuel 

and Gas Analysis.) 

(X ) The Bureau of Mines used a similar method of 

correction for nitric acid. The standard alkali solution 

used contains .00587 grams of N Hjper CC. and is equivalent 

to .00483 grams of nitrogen, which when burned to HNQj gen-

erates five calories of heat. There is a discrepancy, how-

ever, between its calculation of the heat of formation of 

nitric acid of S3 calories per gram of nitrogen and that 

given by Whit©. This discrepancy is not worthy of con-

sideration. (X) ( Methods of Analyzing Coal and Coke. 

Technical Paper #8. 1913) 

The corrections due to the oxidation of sulphur 

are due to the fact that when sulphur or pyriter. burns in 

air only about five percent of the sulphur is oxidized to 

SO* , and the rest of it remaining as SQg . When combustion 

takes place in the calorimeter a much larger percentage 

burns to 30^ , and a correction must be made for it . The 

equations are S + 0X - SCk-f 69100 calories 

S + 30 + HjO - dilute % SQy f 141100 calories 

One gram of sulphur burning to SC^ evolves 2165 calories to 

2850 calories and to dilute IL S0^ evolves 4410 calories 
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(White) and 4450 calories (Tech. Paper #8) . The difference 

between these would be 2845 calories in the one case and 

2200 calories in the other, for each gram of sujbfihur thus 

oxidised in the bomb. The determination of this oxidized 

sulphur requires a chemical analysis of the washiftgs of the 

bomb and increases the amount of work required. A further 

difficulty is the fact that the sulphur may be present as 

pyrites, sulphur in organic compounds, free sulphur and 

gypsum and the corrections will vary fro each of these 

various forms. For free sulphur burning to HXS Qj the 

correction will be 2245 calories per gram of sulphur, (White) 

For sulphur as pyrites 2042 calories, (Somermeier) while 

for sulphur as gypsum or sulphate of rton, no correction is 

necessary. Free sulphur and sulphur in organic compounds 

do not burn completely to 30^ which further complicates 

matters. It is therefore customary to assume that all sulphor 

iaA;he coal exists in the form of pyrites. 

The washings from the bomb are therefore treated 

as stated in the analysis for sulphur and fufctler correction 

of 1 5 . 0 calories per centigram of sulphur made. This cor-

rection is due to the fact that the heat of the oxidation 

of sulphur is greater than that of nitrogen and the alkali 

determination cannot take account of this excess £eat. 

A standard alkali containing 3,706 grams of pure 

sodium carbonate per liter was used in making titrations. 

This solution had the following values; lee, alkali .0043 
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(White) and 4450 calories (Tech. Paper #8). The difference 

between these would be 2245 calories in the one case and 

2200 calories in the other, for each gram of sujbjbhur thus 

oxidised in the bomb. The determination of this oxidized 

sulphur requires a chemical analysis of the washiftgs of the 

bomb and increases the amount of work required. A further 

difficulty i s the fact that the sulphur may be present as 

pyrites, sulphur in organic compounds, free sulphur and 

gypsum and the corrections will vary fro each of these 

various forms. For free sulphur burning to HXS Qj the 

correction will be 2245 calories per gram of sulphur. (White) 

For sulphur as pyrites 2042 calories, (Somermeier) while 

for sulphur as gypsum or sulphate of xion, no correction is 

necessary. Free sulphur and sujfiphur in organic compounds 

do not burn completely to SO^ which further complicates 

matters. It is therefore customary to assume that all sulphor 

isftihe coal exists in the form of pyrites. 

The washings from the bomb are -therefore treated 

as stated in the analysis for sulphur and fxxttlfcer correction 

of 15.0 calories per centigram of sulphur made. This cor-

rection is due to the fact that the heat of the oxidation 

of sulphur is greater than that of nitrogen and the alkali 

determination cannot take account of this excess fceat. 

A standard alkali containing 3.706 grams of pure 

sodium carbonate per liter was used in making titrations. 

This solution had the following values; lcc. alkali .0043 
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grams of nitric acid, and and 1 cc. alkali .00108 grams 

of sulphur in iulphuric acid. 

(White. Fuel and Gas analysis, Page 250.) 

(Somermeier, Journal of the American Chemical 

Society. Volume 26, Page 566, 1904). 
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Sample No. 

1 . 

2. 
3. 

4 . 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8 . 

9. 

10, 

11. 

13, 

13. 

14. 

15. 

IS. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

Sulphur. 

Peri cent Sulphur. 

2.40 

3.70 

4.50 

3.70 

4.40 

4.60 

3.60 

3.70 

2.10 

3.80 

1.00 

3.30 

2.90 

3.10 

4.20 

3.80 

3.90 

7.00 

5.40 



Mines where samples were taken. 

Sample Mine No. Name of Company, Location of mine. 

1 
2 

Fleming Coal Co, Skidmore. 

2 Pratt-Durkee Coal Co, Skidmore. 

5, 43 Central Coal and Coke Co, South Skidmore 

4. 42 » It tt M M West Skidmore 

5 F, Mackie Fuel Co, (all) H « 

6 F. " N H (Slack) N it 

7 . 9. Clemens Coal Co. if n 

8 , 1 . Scammon Fuel Co. " Minewtl 

9. 2. CBeseBJ&t Fleming Coal Co. Roseland, 

10. Girard Coal Co. Radley, 

11. 6 . Nevius-Coulter Coal Co. Radley, 

12. 7. Hamilton Coal & Mercantil e Co. Radley. 

13. 45. Central Coal and Coke Co. Ringo. 

14 48. II H tt « tt Ringo, 

15. 19. Wear Cftfejs Mining Co. Edson. 

16. 2,Washery. Central Coal and Coke Co, Edson. 

19'. 21. Wear Caol Mining Co. Franklin. 

18. 8 . Pittsburg Northern Co, Franklin. 

19. 7. McCormack Coal Co. Breezy Hill. 
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION 

The first man to investigate the properties 

of Southeastern Kansas coals was Prof. E. H. S. Bailey 

of the Chemistry Department of the University of Kansas. 

Prof. Bailey carried on an extensive investigation of the 

character of the coals of Kansas, to obtain the moisture, 

volatile combustible, fixed carbon and ash contents. The 

investigation was simply that of proximate analysis. 

Prof, Bailey, so far as we have been able to ascertain 

did not make sulphur and calorific determinations. An ex-

tensive discussion of his methods ii contained in volume 

IX, Transactions of the Kansas Academy of Science, page 49. 

We append hereto a copy of his analysis in so far as they con-

cern Southeastern Kansas coal. (See Table 2) . 



TABLE. 2 

SOUTHEASTERN KANSAS 
COALS 

^ Ana/c/s/s _ Bai/ec/ 
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? A* /2b 36-^0 

3 1,3 7 37./? 

• i l 
f / 3 f 3UJ W / / / { , 0 \ / o o M 
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? / 33 37-33 ti ff 1.75sloom 
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// 3H37 56&I 13*5 A 
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WORK OF WL R. CRANE. 

Following Prof. Bailey, Prof. W. R. Crane 

of the Mining Department of the University carried oil 

a series of very extensive experiments into the Chemical, 

calorific, and physical properties of the Kansas coals, 

and especially of Southeastern Kansas Goals. A detailed 

discussion of the results of Dr. Crane's methods and re-

sults is contained in volume I I I , University Geological 

Survey of Kansas. 

In brief his method of proximate analysis was 

somewhat as follows; 

Miosture. One gram of the sample was heated 

at 110 degrees centigrade in a platinum crucible for 15 

minutes, then cooled in a dessicator and weighed. It was 

next reheated for 10 minutes, cooled and weighed again. 

This procedure was repeated to constant weight. 

Volatile Combustible. One gram of the sample 

was burned for minutes in a covered platinum crucible 

held over the bun sell flame, then for 3-|- minutes over 

a blast lamp. The crucible and contents were then cooled ad 

and weighed. 

Fixed Qarbon and Ash. One gram sample was burn-

ed in oxygen. The residue was termed ash. 

Sulphur. Sulphur was determined by digesting* 

a sample of coal in concentrated nitric acid, evaporating 
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to dryness, digesting the precipitate in warm water, fil-

tering, and precipitating the sulphur as barium sulphate 

by adding barium chloride to the filtrate. 

Calorific Value. Thompson's calorimeter was 

used in determining the calorific value of the coal. This 

instrument consists of a copper cylinder in which a weighed 

quantity of coal, intimately mixed with potassium chlorate 

or potassium nitrate is deflagrated under a copper case like 

a diving bell, placed at the bottom of a deep glass jar, 

filled with a known weight of water. The gases produced 

by the combustion rising through the water are cooled with 

a corresponding increase of temperature in the latter, so 

that the difference between the temperature observed be-

fore and after the experiment furnishes a measure of the 

calorific value of the coal. 

There can be no doubt entertained but that Dr. 

Crane was a very careful, painstaking observer, but no man 

can do accurate work with an instrument of the character 

of Thompson's calorimeter. This instrument, while un-

doubtedly good at that time of its invention, has now be-

and 

come obsolete. The methodapparatus were crude through-

out but the greatest source of error lay in the heat ab-

sorbed in the dedomposition of the chlorate and nitrate. 

( M ) . Scheurer*-Khestner has determined that if 15 per-

eent be added to the heating value obtained with the Thomp-

son calorimeter, the results never differ by more than 
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four percent from those bbtained with the^empsea 

Favre and Silverman calorimeter which burns the coal in 

a stream of oxygen. It is therefore readily seen that 

the calorific values obtained by Br. Crane are much too 

low. Calculations made by the use of N. W. Lord's (N) 

formula for heating value, show a discrepancy which varies 

from 500 to 3500 B .t .u . per pound. Dr. Crane also found coals 

containing as high as 94.26 percent of combustible material 

in the moist coal, in contrast Bohnstengel found 90.95 per 

cent, Bailey 91.59 percent while the highest in our deter-

minations was 89.28 percent. These differences may be and 

probably are due to the differences in the methods of analy-

sis. For Dr. Crane's results, see table 3. 

(M) (Bulletin of the Society of Industrial 

Chemestry. Mulhouse.page 506. 1888). 

(N) (Somermeier. Coal, its Qomposition, Utili-

zation and Valuation. Page 34 to 41.) 
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*ORK PY PROF, F. F. WALKER. 

The rext Investigator into the character of 

Southeast Kar.oas coals was Mr. Albert F. Smethers, labor-

atory aaei stant in the Mechanical Engineering Department 

during the year 1909-1910. the territory covered by 

tfr. Smethers was that llorth and East of Pittsburg, in-

cluding Fronter.ac, Midway, Tale, Nelson, Franklin, Bdson 

and eor.e isolated minee between these towns. Mr, Oarpes-

ter, one of the authors of this paper collected some 14 

or 15 eatnf 1 ee» which were analysed by Mr. 9methers. le 

understand that this work was done for a Masters thesis, 

but we have been unable to find any record of the same 

and consequently, we are not able to present a copy of 

the results obtained by him. 

The work by Mr. Pohnstengel, carried on during 

the winter of 1910-1911 was under the supervision of Prof. 

Walker of the Mechanical Engineering Department, now Dean 

of the School of Engineering. It may be possible that 

Mr. Pohnstengel, has included in his analyses some of the 

work done by Mr. Smethers but we have nothing to sustain 

this belief for we have not bean able to secure the data 

of these investigations* 

The method of analysis pursued by Mr. Bohnstengel 

le that recommended by the •Comir.ittee on Goal Analysis 

of the American Chemical Society*, which with a few changes 

in detail Is tfca same as has been followed by us , in our 



investigations. 

Mr BohnStengel found that the fixed carbon in the 

moist coal varied fro* 42.66 to 60.46 percent. Dr. Crane 

found 60.4€ to 5r,.38 per cent, while we have been able to 

find only 47 .40 to 64.72 between extreme limits. The 

average fixed carbon content as determined by the three 

investigations Is respectively 61,66, 64.45 and 61.06 per 

cent. The range in volatile combustible is not quite so 

great. Mr. BohnStengel found the extremes to be from 36.76 

to 34 .16 per cent, Dr. Crane 32.42 to 40,63 percent, while 

we found from 30.64 to 38,40 peroent. The averages of these 

are respectively 30 .46 , 36.62 and 34.51 per cent. The sam-

ple in wh lch only 26.76 per cent of volatile combustible 

na t ter wae found may have* been from a piece of "dead" coal, 

but eince the location of the mine from which the sample 

was taken, is unknown to us, we cannot say. Mr. lohnstengel 

contends that the volatile combustible material is uniform-

ly under 39 jer cent, meaning thereby when calculated on 

a combustible basis. fe find it hard to agree wlith this 

view, since in our analysee we have repeatedly found coals 

which ran over 41. percent when calculated on this basis, 

the highee* one being 44,06 per cent combustible material. 

Dr. Crane also found numerous samples which exceeded 40. 

per cent combustible material. It might also be of inter-

est to add he*e that there are in the aggregate several hun-

dred thousand tons of coal in the area which will run less 



than 20 percent combustible material. 

Mr . *k>hn Stengel used the 3air e method of deter-

riuir.fi the fuel value that we have used, i . e . the Mahler 

bomb. le found it iimpracticable however to use the sys-

tem of calculation used by him, preferring instead the sys-

tem adapted as standard, by the Bureau of Mines. In mak-

ing our calculations we have also found it convenient to 

drop the last two figures in our heating value determina-

tions, because the limit of accuracy which can possibly be 

obtained by an investigator using the Mahler bomb or any 

othe* similar contrivance, carries an error which varies 

frcr .3 to .4 percent, and then only when the greatest 

precautions are observed. For this reason we have includ-

ed the heating value only to the hundreds place, in con-

tract with that of Mr. Bohnstengel, who has given the value 

dowr. to the last units placi. Take for instance the value 

of sample number 11, which shows a heating value of 13105 

B . t . u . per pound. The final 5 compels attention and one 

wonders why the heating value could not at least have 

been given as 12100. As a matter of fact 12000 would 

probably have expressed the value just as accurately. The 

idaa of calculating results to a limit of accuracy wMch 

car.r.ot possitlf be obtained is illogical. The results can 

be expressed with the same degree of accuracy fcjad a much 

greater degree of mathematical reaso n by approximations in 

the shape of ad mi la* round figures. It is unscientific to 
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to publish figures implying a precision that is unattain-

able. 

We have not had time while carrying on this in-

vest! ration to go into the ultimate analysis of the South-

east Kansas coals, and would suggest that this field is a 

fruitful one for future investigation. We also believe 

that the last worH has not yet been said regarding the 

practices pursued there, but that future work will not mat-

erially change the results already obtained. 

(For results of this work, see Table 4 . ) 
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RESUME OF IFvrESTI GA TIONS. 

SHOT FIRING. Shot firing in the Southeastern 

Kansas field, presents one of the most se&ious problems to 

the operator. Until quite recently this work has been pre-
ss 

formed by men employed as shot-firers, who/only task has 

been to light the fuses leading to the shots. The practice 

is a dangerous one because in case <&f blown out shots, pre-

mature explosions, gas, and afterdamp, the shot firers are 

kept continually in danger of serious, if not fatal in-

jus$. The miner is allowed to have 25 lbs. of powder wicfch. 

him, the same being delivered at his switch by the company; 

in addition much dynamite is used and this helps to increase 

the danger which confronts the shot firer. That the prac-

tice is dangerous is attested to by the fact that from 1902 

to 1913, 66 shot firers were killed, while during the win-

ter of 1911 and 1912 along;, ten shof firers were killed. 

If the number killed since 1913 were added to the list the 

total would be greater. The practice seems to become 

fixed in the district so that any attempt to change from 

it is met with opposition from the miners who seem to 

think there is no other system. Recently however, the Hamilton 

Soal and Merchantile Company installed an electric shot 

firing system in their mine No. 8 at Arma, Kansas, which 

since some minor defects have been overcome, has proven 

quite successful. The system is now in operation in 
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another mine, and it is hoped that further installation 

will be made. 

It would seem that there should be some way of 

eliminating the danger from shot firing and to sad us 

fcfether the electric shot firing or a system whereby the 

shot firer loads and stems the shots seem to offer the 

only solutions. Of the two, the former is by far the more 

desirable. 

LABOR CONDITIONS. Labor conditions ±B the field 

are in general on a par with the conditions in other coal 

mining areas. The workmen are strongly unionized, so 

much so in fact that they hold the union as a club over the 

heads of the operators, to enforce their demands. Eight 

hour day is in force and has been for many years past. 

Wages are relatively high, more so in fact than in some 

other fields. The "Safety First" movement has not yet 

been thoroughly organized amoun& either the miners or the 

operators but the general trend of opinion is toward this 

movement. In general the miners are foreigners, who 

still cling to the customs of their native lands. The 

miners contract with the operators lasts for two years 

after each general strike. Petty strikes are of daily 

occurence and are based on the most trivial as well as 

matters of considerable importance. Arbitration of labor 
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difficulties is provided for, but there is no good way of 

Enforcing the terms of agreement reached by arbitration. 

It is probable that if the operators and the miners had 

a better understanding of each others position that the 

labor conditions would be immediately improved. 

SHOOTING OFF THE SOLID. The practice of min-

ing or shooting the coal off the solid is still carried on 

in this district although an inferior grade of coal is 

produced by this system of working. The coal is much 

broken and in some cases the amount of slack coal pro-

duced will reach 50 or 60 percent of the total output. 

This slack coal is hard to sell, especially when the de-

mand for coal is light, and the disposal of it becomes a 

big problem in some cases even at the very low price for 

which it sells. The mse of dynamite also increases the 

aaount of slack coal made. Both of these conditions; 

shooting off the solid and using dynamite increase the 

danger to the workmen by shattering the pillar coal, and 

the roof in some cases, making falls of rock more frequeBt. 

Many of the state's laws require the coal to be 

cut before shooting, either by an undercutting or by a 

vertical shear. So far this has not been enforced in 

this district. Also we believe this condition could be 

improved by paying the miners on a screened coal basis 

rather than on a run of mine basis as in now done. 
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This would be an incentive for the miners to produce more 

lump coal. Also we have heard that the mines^ in which 

the electrical shot firing systems have been installed, 

produce a better grade of coal. 

STEAM SH01EL WORK. Steam 3hovel work began in 4& 

this district in April, 1910. Since which time some thirty 

or fovfrty steam shovels, among which is the largest steam 

shovel in existence, have been put in operation. In 1913 

some 301631 tons were produced by steamshovels, while in 

1914 the production was well over double that amount. The 

steamshovel has already begun to curtail the shaft output, 

so that for the next ten or fifteen years the shaft mines 

will not produce the tonnage that they have been producing. 

00AL WASHING. Goal washing is done at the two 

washeries of the Central Coal and Coke Co. at Edson, Kansas, 

which so far as we have been able to find, are the only wash-

eries in the district, as well as the State. Slack is washed 

in order to increase its sale by removing the slate, bone, 

and other impurities. The capacity of the plants is far 

in excess of the present demands. The plants seldom work 

more than one or two days per week, because of the light 

demand for washed coal. 

USE OF MINING MACHINERY. Mining machinery are 

not used in this district. The occurence of horsebacks 

and rolls throughout the district has been such as to dis-

courage the practice of undercutting the coal. Pick mach-
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ineswere used for awhile in a nime at Radley, but they have 

been discarded because of the bad roof and the too ftequent 

occurence of horsebacks. We believe that machines could 

be used but that there has not been a sincere attempt to 

install them owing to the prevailing practice of shooting 

coal off the solid. 

ELECTRICAL EQUIHMENT. All mines using elec-

trical shot firing apparatus must have a small generating 

set to supply current for the shooting circuit. Electri-

cal haulage was used in a few of the mined some years ago, 

but at this time we are not able to say just how extensive 

electrical haulage is used. We think however, that such su 

system of haulage is not used at present in the district. 

GASOLENE HAULAGE. Gasolene motor haulage is 

used in one mine near Cherokee, Kansas. The motor has prov-

en to be quite successful. We see no reason why a haulage 

system of this kind should not be installed, provided good 

mine ventilation can be properly maintained. The gasoline 

motor is self contained, is practically fool-proof, and 

is a relatively cheap means of hauling, 

SHAFT SINKING. Shaft sinking is in general done 

by contractors at a cost of $15. to $30 per foot, with an 

average of about $17. per foot. This low cost <b£ sinking 

is due to the fact that rock is seldom met with during the 
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sinking operations. Shafts are generally three com-

partment, two for hoisting and one* for ladder road, pipe 

lines, electric conduits, etc. Timber is furnished by 

the coal companies, but is put in place by the contractors. 

a rc 

In general about forty-five days is- required to sink and 

timber a 165 foot shaft. 
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1869 

1870 
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1880 

1885 

1890 

1895 

1900 

1905 

1906 

1907 

1908 

1909 

1910 

1911 

1912 

1915 

1914 
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KANSAS PRODUCTION OF COAL 

tons 

36891 

32938 
150000 

771442 

1440057 

2516054 

3190843 

4269716 

6374671 

5754613 

6591013 

5588016 

5727653 

5135391 

6254228 

6350396 

7030579 

7200000 

Average No. of men 
enployed 

Tons produced 
per fatal 

Accident 

4175 

4523 

9021 

10673 

12109 

10175 

11957 

11334 

10542 

10619 

10918 

11264 

12506 

160006 

314506 

319084 

213845 

176322 

191830 

126750 

180258 

150728 

205415 

171578 

253255 
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OUTPUT OF THE 3TATE 

From 3ta*a Mine Inspector's Report 1913. 

Year 

1037 

1900 

1009 

1010 

1012 
1013 

Production 

3 291°. 06 

4262716 

5727653 

5135301 

6350306 

7090579 

Crawford Cpv £ of total. 

1590620 

2335993 

3586766 

3374069 

3813750 

4318731 

48.32 

54.71 

61.39 

65.91 

60.13 

60.90 

Tear Cherokee Co. £ of Total Combined $ 
of total. 

1807 1061620 32.24 80.64 

1300 1357631 31.79 85.50 

1000 1?36~34 31.36 92.75 

1310 1453809 38.31 94.22 

1312 2154372 33.92 94.05 

1313 2332320 32,90 93.80 
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